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Executive Summary/Abstract
Automatic image content description is vital problems in computer vision that artificial
intelligence and natural language processing. The primary challenge towards this goal is in the
design of a multi-model approach that is rich enough to aim simultaneously about contents of
images and their representation in terms of words or sentences. We present a multi-model
approach based on a deep learning architecture that combines recent advances in computer
vision such as; salient object proposal prediction, and object detection to generate natural
sentences describing an image. Leveraging recent advances in recognition of objects, their
attributes and locations, however they are limited in their expressivity. Moreover, current
object detection methods still suffer various problems in localization and processing time that
render them unreliable and inadequate as they are still slow at test time. We target the highlevel goal of annotating the contents of images based salient regions or segments of images and
study the multimodal correspondence between words and images. The idea is to correctly
labeling scenes, objects and regions with a fixed set of categories, while our focus is on richer
and higher-level descriptions of regions. The proposed approaches can also be used in text to
image search in large scale image retrieval systems.
Objectives:
Implementation of Image Classification for large enough classes to label the content of Image.

Saliency based object proposal for fast and object detection and better localization
framework, Realization of stand-alone Convolutional neural networks(CNN).

Implementation of Segmentation based Object Proposal method.

Implementation of Scoring and Sliding based Object Proposal method.
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Training Object detectors using Deep CNN using proposed Object proposal methods to test
effectiveness of the proposed models for object detection task.

Methods:
The Image Classification task was pursued as follow.

Current approaches to object recognition make essential use of machine learning methods.
To improve their performance, we can collect larger datasets, learn more powerful models,
and use better techniques for preventing overfitting. To learn about four thousands of
objects from thousands of images, we need a model with a large learning capacity.

We trained a large, deep convolutional neural network to classify the 1.3 million highresolution images on ImageNet dataset having 1000 different classes. However, these
classes are normally animal species. To achieve the task of Image Labeling we need real
world object categories. To achieve this task, we incrementally learned the model on SUN
MIT image dataset having 4000 indoor and outdoor object classes.

Implementation of Object Proposal Methods.
The object proposal task was pursued to improve two existing approaches using semantic edge
filtering method.





Bounding box scoring methods mainly focus on designing a scoring function that infers
some objectness properties and can directly distinguish objects from background regions.
Similarity and segmentation based methods tackle the problem by merging similar regions
based on diverse cues. In principle, they tend to follow a common pipeline, i.e. ﬁrst initialize
a set of seed regions typically using super pixels, then merge similar neighboring regions to
generate segment proposals.
We developed semantic edge ﬁltering for both aforementioned techniques. Given an image,
we initially compute an edge response for each pixel. The edge responses are found using
the Structured Edge detector [1][2]that has shown a good performance in predicting object
boundaries, while simultaneously being very efﬁcient. Given the dense edge responses, we
perform edge weighting using Deep Neural Network proposed in [3] to get semantic edges.
This process has the effect of removing background edges, while activating edges belonging
to possible object regions, which are used for processing. Our main contribution is the
introduction of a novel approach that efﬁciently computes semantic object proposals in
object proposals and detection pipeline.

Results:


With the success of deep learning in the last few years, the object detection community
shifted from processing on exhaustive sliding windows to smaller set of object proposals
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using more powerful and deep visual representations. Object proposals increase the
accuracy and speed up detection process by reducing the search space. In this paper we
propose a novel idea of filtering irrelevant edges using semantic image filtering and true
objectness learnt within convolutional layers of CNN. Our approach localizes well proposals
by producing highly accurate bounding boxes and reduces the number of proposals. The
greatest benefit of our approach is that it can be integrated into any existing method
exploiting edge-based objectness to achieve consistently high recall across various
intersection over union thresholds. Unlike other supervised methods, our approach does
not require bounding box annotations for training. Experiments on PASCAL VOC 2007 [4]
and ImageNet[5] dataset demonstrate that our approach improves the state-of-the-art
model with a significant margin. The proposed Semantic Edge Filtering approach is inspired
by the ability of CNNs to efﬁciently perceive objects within all layers. Because CNNs are
translation invariant. Their basic components (convolution, pooling, and activation
functions) operate on local input regions and depend only on relative spatial coordinates for
efﬁciently capturing the objectness of an image window. We improved two object proposal
methods relying on Edge information with our proposed methods i.e; Edge boxes (Scoring
method) and Complexity Adaptive Distance Metric (Segmentation based method).


In order to ﬁnd the eﬀect of our method in object detection performance (which is final
metric) using various models and multiple object detection frameworks. we tested our
proposals using the pre-trained SPP model on Pascal VOC 2007. Results show both our
proposed methods improve approximately 2-3% the baselines in term of mAP of object
detector in SPP object detection framework. We also used deeper network such as VGG-Net
and fast R-CNN framework [6] for testing the object detection performance. Performance
increase over baselines is 3%-4% in first 10 proposals. Experiments to measure the mAP
were conducted for first 10, 100, 300, 500, 700 1000 and 3000 boxes respectively. To
further test the effectiveness of our proposed object proposals we tested the proposals on
model trained on union of PASCAL VOC 2007 and PASCAL VOC 2012 using VGG and ZF-Net,
we achieve more than 4% increase in less number of proposals. All these experiments show
that our proposals can provided more performance boost when testing lower number of
proposals, which is the desired in real time applications.
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Figure 1 Image Classification into 4000 distinct classes.
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Conclusions and Future Work:
Based on the experimental investigation of several object proposal methodologies proposed in
this project, one can draw the following conclusions.

We showed a great potential of using CNNs in boosting existing object proposal techniques
while merging low level segments and super pixels based on similarity or sliding window
fashioned object proposal methods. Our approach has been extensively tested over VOC
PASCAL 2007-2012 and ImageNet datasets, where it outperformed the latest state-of-theart methods at higher IoUs.

Related Work and Differences of the Proposed Methods
Until recently, object recognition methods employed sliding window-based search at different
scales for object detection [7][8]. Given that the search space in this approach is huge and that
the recognition algorithm should be applied at each sliding window location (and scale), such an
exhaustive search is impractical. For practical solutions, object detection methods that can
reduce the search space for further processing are required. Efﬁcient segmentation approaches
[10] and superpixel composition algorithms [9] have given rise to the design of object proposal
methods that recently achieved state-of-the-art performance [11][13][14][15][16][18]. Object
proposal approaches can be divided to BB scoring-based and similarity-based ones. In the
following subsections, we provide a brief overview of the methods belonging to these two
categories and in Section 3, we show that the proposed approach using semantic ﬁltering can
be applied directly to methods belonging to both categories and greatly enhance their output.
Bounding Box scoring methods: Bounding box scoring methods mainly focus on designing
a scoring function that infers some objectness properties and can directly distinguish objects
from background regions. These methods follow a common pipeline in which they ﬁrst gather a
set of candidate bounding boxes using sliding window approach, then sort them with a scoring
model and select the top few (in the order of hundreds) proposals. Methods belonging to this
category usually only return bounding boxes and tend to be faster when compared to the
similarity-based ones. Various cues have been exploited to estimate the objectness score, such
as location and size, saliency, color contrast, edge density, super pixel straddling[17] , binarized
normed gradients [18] . Bing [18] applied a simple linear classiﬁer over edge features trained in
a sliding window manner to propose candidate windows. Another method, Edge Boxes [14],
justiﬁed that a scoring function based on edges enclosed within a bounding box can lead to high
recall and fast operation. This method uses object boundaries estimates (obtained via
structured decision forests) as a feature for the scoring. The main limitation of the abovedescribed methods is the fact that they exploit edge information obtained directly from the
image. In cluttered environments, strong edges appear in image locations depicting both
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objects and the background. In this paper, we argue that by exploiting semantic ﬁltering we can
obtain edge maps highlighting the edges appearing in image locations depicting objects, while
weakening edges belonging to background regions. As a use case of BB based method, we will
use Edge Boxes [14], which has been shown to provide state-of-the-art performance while
requiring low computational cost, and improve its performance across all IoU overlaps.
Similarity and Segmentation based methods :
Similarity and segmentation based methods tackle the problem by merging similar regions
based on diverse cues. In principle, they tend to follow a common pipeline, i.e. ﬁrst initialize a
set of seed regions typically using superpixels [9][25], then merge similar neighboring regions to
generate segment proposals. For region similarity measurement, diverse and complementary
cues including color, texture, location and size are usually considered. Instead of directly
designing/learning invariant features from generic objects, which is a very tough problem,
these approaches are relatively easier and also effective. Selective Search [16] is a hierarchical
grouping algorithm for regions merging, that carefully utilizes multiple color spaces, engineered
features for similarity computation, and greedily merges low-level superpixels to propose
candidate regions. Randomized Prim [19] is similar to Selective Search in terms of initial
features. However, it learns weights of the merging function using random partial spanning
trees and uses random merging. Multiscale Combinatorial Grouping (MCG) [11] utilizes
hierarchical segmentations and groups multi-scale regions into proposals by exploring a
combinatorial space. Geodesic Object Proposals (GOP) [13] computes a signed geodesic
distance transform for each foreground background mask and identiﬁes certain critical level
sets as object proposals. A common approach to improve a proposal quality is to utilize multiple
segmentations at different scales and color spaces which, however, requires more
computations compared with objectness-based methods. The performance of the methods
belonging to this category is heavily related on the initial image segmentation. Superpixelsbased image segmentation, which exploits edge information obtained directly from the image,
has been shown to provide good results. However, as described above, in cluttered
environments, strong edges appear in image locations depicting both objects and the
background. Thus, we expect that in images depicting cluttered scenes the obtained superpixels
will be insufﬁcient. In this paper, we introduce semantic edge ﬁltering as opposed to multiple
segmentations to diversify object proposals. Recent work (CADM) [15] improves Selective
Search [16] by using adaptive distance metrics as superpixel merging criteria. We used our
method of edge ﬁltering to even further improve CADM [15] by a signiﬁcant margin.

Results
Methods (System architecture with components added or improved new approaches)
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A. Semantic CNN Maps
The power of CNN as a generic feature extractor has been gradually revealed in the computer
vision area [24][6][3][12]. In Krizhevsky et al.’s work [23], it is suggested that the features of the
fully-connected layers can be used as holistic image features which can be used for a variety of
tasks, such as image retrieval. In the seminal work of[12], CNN features are also used as holistic
features, but they are extracted from image regions, instead of the entire image. In the recent
work of SPP-Net [3], it is shown that convolutional feature maps can be used as localization
features. On a full-image convolutional feature map, local rectangular regions encode both
semantic information (by strengths of activations) and spatial information (by positions). We
ﬁrst adopt the SPP-Net [3] to pool the convolutional features maps. In SPP-Net input image is
resized to multiple scales (s ∈ {480, 576, 688, 864, 1200}), the convolutional activation maps are
extracted from full images and then ﬁxed (not further tuned). However, fast processing is
required, we used only one scale (s = 688). Our hypothesis is that these CNN activation masks
can assist object proposals. This hypothesis is veriﬁed in almost all tested cases (an example is
illustrated in Figure 1). We used the Covnet∗-5 of the SPP model, which is the same as AlexNet
[28] with the modiﬁcation of putting two pooling layers after conv2 and conv3 (instead of after
conv1 and conv2 in case of AlexNet). The model is trained on the ImageNet 2012. No ﬁnetuning is done on PASCAL VOC 2007 [4]. In the SPP model, the convolution ﬁlters trained on
ImageNet [5] are not ﬁne-tuned. That is, the CNN maps used in our method are trained on a
generic image classiﬁcation problem (ImageNet- 1.3 million images, spread over 1000 classes).
We propose two ways of using such activation masks: a) in the ﬁrst variant, we retrieve 256
activation maps from conv5 of Covnet∗-5 [3] architecture, these maps are summed, normalized
and resized to the size of the original image. b) In the Second variant we use each activation
map independently to ﬁlter the edge image and to retrieve the boxes. Note that resizing
(scaling up) the activation maps to the size of the input image has an effect of smoothing, which
in fact helps in preserving edges at the boundaries of objects.
B. Semantic Edge Filtering
The proposed Semantic Edge Filtering approach is inspired by the ability of CNNs to efﬁciently
perceive objects within all layers. Because CNNs are translation invariant. Their basic
components (convolution, pooling, and activation functions) operate on local input regions and
depend only on relative spatial coordinates for efﬁciently capturing the objectness of an image
window. We introduce a simple but, as will be seen in the experimental section, effective
approach of ﬁltering the edge map of the input image using fully convolutional layers. To ﬁnd
objects within an image, we forward pass the image through convolution layers to get
convolutional feature maps Mk, k = 1, . . . , 256. These feature maps are resized to the original
image size and the feature map M (combining information of all feature maps) is deﬁned as:
256

𝑀 =∈ ∑ 𝑀𝑘
𝑘=1
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where ∈ is a scaling factor that is used to scale the overall activations in further processing
steps. In our experiments we found that ∈ = 1/256 (i.e. the use of mean feature map) leads to
good results. Let us denote by E the edge map obtained by applying edge detection on the
input image. Then, we weight the edge responses in different locations of the image by
applying:
𝐸𝑀 = 𝛼𝐸 + (1 − 𝛼)(𝑀°𝐸)
where ◦ denotes the Hadamard (element-wise) product between two matrices and 0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1
weights the contribution of the edge map. Clearly, the value 𝛼 = 0 has no effect to the resulting
edge map, while a value of 𝛼 > 0 incorporates semantic (CNN-based) information in the
resulting (semantic) edge map(s).
C. Semantic Edge Boxes
In order to incorporate semantic information in EdgeBoxes-based object proposal generation
[14], we forward pass the input image through all convolution layers of [3] and obtain the
activation maps Mk, k = 1, . . . , 256. Note that EdgeBoxes have been already proposed with
multiple variants related to the desired Intersection over Union(IoU), i.e. EBX , where X can take
the desired IoU value, e.g. 50 and 70. Following the process described in above section, two
variants of Semantic EdgeBoxes can be obtained for each desired IoU value, e.g. Semantic
EdgeBoxes70 (S-EB70) and EdgeBoxes70 (S256-EB70). The second variant is using all the
activation maps independently to ﬁlter the edge image, followed by concatenation of boxes
and removing duplicate boxes. Our ﬁnal stage performs Non-Maximal Suppression (NMS) of the
sorted boxes. Figure 2 illustrates the Semantic EB pipeline.
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Figure 2 : The Semantic EdgeBoxes framework. Given any RGB image, we ﬁrst extract Edge Maps using Structure
Edge Detector and CNN maps from last convolutional layer. Edge responses are weighted using CNN maps
followed by sliding window and box ranking

C. Semantic Edge Filtering for CADM
We now show how semantic information can be incorporated in segmentation based object
proposal methods, such as the recently proposed Complexity Adaptive Distance Metric (CADM)
[15], which uses sophisticated distance metrics for superpixel grouping in high-complexity
scenarios. CADM utilizes several color spaces, low level features and edge distances to the
compute similarity of two superpixels. In practice, edge response is mostly weak inside
homogeneous regions but strong between dissimilar segments. Since, our edge ﬁltering process
ﬁlters out the unnecessary edges in the background regions, it can be used to compute the
distance more accurately based on semantic information from CNNs activation maps. This leads
to considerable improvements in the resulting superpixel merging hierarchy, leading to much
better performance.

Experimental Results
We evaluate the proposed approach on two publicly available datasets, namely Pascal VOC
2007 [4] validation set and ImageNet 2013 validation set [5], containing 4,952 and 18,680
images, respectively. Since the proposed approach does not employ any of the images for
training all the results are reported on the test sets provided by the datasets. We employ the
Intersection over Union (IoU) metric, which is the standard metric for measuring the quality of
bounding box proposals. The IoU is deﬁned as the intersection area of the box proposals
overlap with the ground-truth box, divided by the area of their union. We also used the Mean
Average Best Overlap (MABO) metric, introduced in [16], which corresponds to the mean value
of the average best overlap considering all object categories. Both measures are necessary (and
adequate) in order to reﬂect the overall quality of the results for a given number of candidates.
As can be seen from
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Following [3], [36], we also evaluate the quality of object proposals using the recall metric.
Recall is computed as the fraction of ground truth objects covered above an IoU threshold. In
addition, in order to measure the overall accuracy of proposals, we compute the average recall
(AR), which is deﬁned as the area under “recall-overlap” curve in the IoU range from 0.5 to 1.0.
Figure 3 illustrates the performances of the competing methods using the recall-overlap curve
(for the ﬁrst 500, 1000, 2000 and 3000 proposals) and the recall proposal curve at IoU
thresholds of {0.5, 0.75, 0.8} respectively. Comparisons of the competing methods for several
numbers of proposals for IoU=0.7, 0.75 and 0.8 are also reported in Table 2.
Table 1,

the exploitation of semantic information for object proposal generation enhances the
performance, since the proposed methods outperform the baseline ones in most of the cases.
At the same number of proposals, our MABO score is consistently higher.
Following [3], [36], we also evaluate the quality of object proposals using the recall metric.
Recall is computed as the fraction of ground truth objects covered above an IoU threshold. In
addition, in order to measure the overall accuracy of proposals, we compute the average recall
(AR), which is deﬁned as the area under “recall-overlap” curve in the IoU range from 0.5 to 1.0.
Figure 3 illustrates the performances of the competing methods using the recall-overlap curve
(for the ﬁrst 500, 1000, 2000 and 3000 proposals) and the recall proposal curve at IoU
thresholds of {0.5, 0.75, 0.8} respectively. Comparisons of the competing methods for several
numbers of proposals for IoU=0.7, 0.75 and 0.8 are also reported in Table 2.
Table 1: COMPARISON OF MEAN AVERAGE BEST OVERLAP (MABO) USING 500, 1000, AND 2000 CANDIDATES; CA1 AND CA2
RESPECTIVELY ARE THE TWO PARAM ETER SETTINGS USED IN CADM METHOD

It is clearly visible the original EdgeBoxes variants do not produce high quality proposals, e.g
with IoU 70 and above. However, in our approach, incorporating semantic information in
EdgeBoxes leads to much better recall at IoU 80%, improving the baseline from 49% to 62%.
Built upon EdgeBoxes, Semantic EdgeBoxes is the clear leader from IoU=0.5 to 0.77. Beyond IoU
0.77, Selective search is better. Due to the fact that EdgeBoxes is optimized for recall at 0.7 IoU,
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and, thus Semantic EdgeBoxes inherits this bias. We summarize the performance of these
proposals in Table I. We observe that, the highest recall at 0.7 to 0.75 is produced by Semantic
EdgeBoxes, and there is a gap of 5 and 3 percent between Semantic EdgeBoxes and the runnerup Selective Search. In terms of improvement on top of EdgeBoxes, Semantic EdgeBoxes
improves 3% , 12% and 13 % at IoU {70, 75 and 80},respectively.

Table 2 RESULTS OF SEMANTIC EDGE FILTERING INTEGRATED MODELS COMPARED TO RESULTS OF NUMEROUS STATE-OFTHE-ART MODELS FOR FIVE BUDGETS OF OBJECT PROPOSALS: 100, 500 , 1000, 2000 AND 3000 AT IOU 70, 75 AND 80.

shows that the incorporation of semantic information in CADM, leads to enhance
performance. Even in ﬁrst 100 boxes of CADM [15], our semantic edge ﬁltering improves by 2%.
In ﬁrst 3000 proposals our Semantic CADM proposals are clear winner over all IOUs compared
to CADM baselines. As we discussed in Section III, our approach, by ﬁltering out edges
belonging to background of the image, most of the background candidate boxes are ranked
lower in the list of proposals. From Figure 4, we can see that our S-EB70 retrieves the object
much faster compared to EB70 and achieves a higher overlap with ground truth boxes.
Figure 3
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Figure 3 Comparison of our method with various state-of-the-art methods, Selective Search [13], EdgeBoxes [16]
and CADM [19] respectively. First row shows the recall vs intersection over union (IoU) threshold curves using
different number of proposals. Second row shows recall vs candidate number curves under IoU threshold of 0.5,
0.75 and 0.8 respectively. Average Recall is shown in last ﬁgure of row 2 for Pascal VOC 2007 [6]. Last row
illustrates the generalization results of our approach vs baselines for ImageNet [5] dataset.
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Figure 4 Sample candidates produced by different methods. Red bounding boxes are ground truth. First column
is SS [13], second baseline method EB70 [16], third S-EB70, forth S256-EB70, ﬁfth CADM [19] and the last column
is S-CADM. Each box represents the highest IoU scores with ground truth box, marked at the top of each box is
the [Box Number] IoU with ground truth.
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Object Detection Performance
In the previous experiments we evaluate our proposal generator with different metrics and
show that it is among the best methods in all of them. However, we believe the best way to
evaluate the usefulness of the generated proposals is a direct evaluation of the detector
performance. The state-of-the-art performing detectors are: RCNN [12], SppNet [3] and fastRCNN [6]. All are based on CNN features and use object proposals in the pipeline for speeding
up the process. RCNN consider cropping the corresponding regions of the image, compute the
CNN features and obtain a classiﬁcation score for each region. SppNet and fast-RCNN instead
compute convolutional features only once, on the entire image. Then, the proposals are used to
select the sub-regions and features are pooled from activation maps. This allows this approach
to be much faster. With these approaches then, we can also reuse the convolutional features
needed for the generation of the semantic object proposal so that the complete detection
pipeline can be executed without any pre-computed component. In order to ﬁnd the effect of
our method in object detection, we comprehensively evaluate our method on the PASCAL VOC
2007 detection benchmark[4]. We tested our proposals using the pre-trained SPP model
provided by [3] (where only fully-connected layers are ﬁne tuned in Pascal VOC 2007). Results
are shown in Table 3 for both CADM and EB-based pipelines. The proposed method improves the
performance of the baseline methods in object detection performance with less number of
proposals.
Table 3 OBJECT DETECTION TESTING RESULTS USING SPP-NET FRAMEWORK [3] (MA P % )

Table 4 OBJECT DETECTION TESTING RESULTS USING ZF-NET IN FAST-RCNN FRAMEWORK TRAINED ON PASCAL
VO C 07 + 12 (MAP%)
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Table 5 OBJECT DETECTION TESTING RESULTS USING VGG-16 IN FAST-RCNN FRAMEWORK TRAINED ON PASCAL
VO C 07 + 12 (MA P%).

We also provide results of few models pre-trained using both PASCAL VOC 2007 and PASCAL
VOC 2012 benchmarks. We used the fast version of ZF-Net [28] that has 5 convolutional layers
and 3 fully connected layers, and much deeper network VGG-16 [24] that has 13 convolutional
layers and 3 fully connected layers for testing quality of proposed proposals. Results are shown
in Table IV and Table V respectively. In Figure 5 we report the detector mAP trained using ZF-Net
[28] and proposals generated by CADM-C1 and S-CADM-C1 on the PASCAL VOC 2007 using
different number of used proposals. Semantic-CADM-C2 and CADM-C2 follows similar curve as
shown in Fig 6. From our experiments, it is clear that we surpass CADM variants in less number
of proposals that is an important factor when seeking for maximum speed. Semantic Edge
boxes produces similar results as EdgeBoxes in the beginning, however it outperforms the
traditional Edge boxes when we use more proposals as shown in Table 3 and Table 5 respectively.

Figure 5 Detection results trained on PASCAL VOC 2007 for CADM-C1 and
S-CADM-C1
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Functionality of Innovation(s)
In this project, we introduced a novel approach for computing object proposals using
localization ability of CNNs and edge information. We showed a great potential of using CNNs in
boosting existing techniques while merging low.

Conclusions and Recommendations
In this project, we introduced a novel approach for computing object proposals using
localization ability of CNNs and edge information. We showed a great potential of using CNNs in
boosting existing techniques while merging low level segments, superpixels based on similarity
or sliding window fashioned object proposal methods.
Goals Achieved:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Implementation of image classification system with 4000 object classes
Implementation of Sliding window based Object Proposal
Implementation of Segmentation based Object Proposal
Training Object detectors using Deep CNN and proposed Object proposal methods.

Impact and Uses/Benefits
Industrial partner can train this system for any object classification task that it desires. Such
systems can serve the companies that are dealing with computer vision problems such as
camera smart object auto-focusing, advertisement assessment, face detection, and many other
applications basically including any object/region detection task.
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